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STARI GRAD TOWN AND STARI GRAD PLAIN
ARE LISTED ON THE UNESCO LIST OF THE WORLD HERITAGE SITES

Stari Grad Plain is the best preserved
Greek cadastre in the Mediterranean
and the biggest fertile plain on the
Croatian islands. In the past it underwent many changes including its name
as the rulers and cultures that occupied it
changed so that it had been known as Hora Farou, Ager
Farensis, Campus Sancti Stephani and finally Starogradsko polje (Stari Grad Plain). Its foundations were laid by
the Ionic Hellenes who founded the colony of Pharos in
the bottom of the bay 5 miles deep. This polis was present on the historical scene for a century and a half. After
defeating the natives the Greeks founded the city and
fortified it with the walls while fertile plain in the hinterland was divided and given to settler families. They divided the land using dry stone walls and the basis of division,
parcels and ancient roads remained intact for the most
part to the present day. Such parcels measured 1x5 Greek
stadia (180x900 m). Two ancient towers – observatories
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had been preserved from the Greek period, Tor over Jelsa
and Maslinovik on the northern slopes of the plain. When
the Romans conquered the city in 218 BC they imposed
their modes of life including building of about 20 villae
rusticae in the field as countryside villas and hubs of agricultural estates. They are usually built on a dominant position in the field or next to a water source or a brook.
Water played an important role in the process of city
foundation. Finally the city was formed on the southern
side of the bay where there are natural sources of water,
just like we have sources and brooks running through the
field. There are two sources, both named Vir in Dol and
in Vrbanj. There are also brooks coming down from the
highest peak of the island towards Dol and Stari Grad
and another one running through Svirče to Jelsa. There is
also a brook that runs eastwards from Vrbanj to Vrboska.
Obviously central part of the island abounded in water
as one of basic necessities of life. In the Middle Ages newly
arrived population Christianized the area and a number

Roman galley relief
from 1st-2nd century AD
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of chapels and little churches were built. The church of
St Vid over Vrbanj is the most important example. Once
it used to be a sanctuary of the god Perun. On the other
side is the chapel of St Helena (Jelina) that was a place
of worship of the goddess Mokoš. We still do not know
where to look for the god Veles. Professional consensus
has not been reached regarding the question if it could
be at the place of the church of St Michael in Dol or on the
old road from Dol to Vrbanj. Anyhow owing to Christianization of the island old cults such as the old Slavic triad
were replaced with the Christian saints. In the Middle Ages,
after the diocese was founded the field was called Campus
Sancti Stephani, which is the name of the diocese. New
settle ents were founded around it, Dol and Vrbanj. In the
19th century the field had risen once more owing to conjuncture of the Dalmatian winegrowing. The city flourished,
developing economically and the field products were
distributed across the Mediterranean, Black Sea and further. After the Dalmatian vineyards had been ravaged by
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phylloxera and crisis of sailing ships had begun, the first
wave of massive emigration to overseas countries started.
The two world wars resulted in a great decrease of the
island population while the postwar renovation was
marked by the tourism development. New trends include
growing autochtonous varieties and ecological production. Two agricultural crops have been constantly grown
in the field: olive and vine as two prevalent Mediterranean
plants. Wheat was grown throughout history, until about
sixty years ago. Lentils have been grown from antiquity to
the present. Cultivation of lavender and citrus fruits started
in the twentieth century. There are also almonds, pomegranates, figs and other typical Mediterranean cultures and
therefore we expect renewed development of agriculture
in order to make it “a pantry of the island of Hvar” once
more. It has been inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage
List as a cultural landscape since 2008.

Amphorae – Stari Grad Museum

Archaeological Collection - Stari Grad Museum
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Stari Grad
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Χωρα Φαρου – Ager Pharensis – Campus Sancti Stephani – presently Stari Grad Plain
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Kupinovik

1,5 km

3

Purkin Kuk

850 m
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Glavica

850 m
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Munjače

2,8 km
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Ompholos

2.4 km
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Dračevica

2,5 km
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Maslinovik

3,1 km
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Hum

3,6 km
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Gračisće

5,5 km
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Tor

10,5 km

Parcelling
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Mirje

6,5 km

13

“Katovnica”

3,0 km

The area protected
by UNESCO
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Maslinovik – Purkin Kuk – Tor
< Maslinovik is a Greek tower from the 4th century BC that was used as an observatory and together with Tor Tower over Jelsa it represented a defensive system
of Faros and the field in its hinterland. It was built of megalithic walls with distinct anathyrosis in the corners. The tower is located on the elevation on the northern
side of the field offering a beautiful view.

Purkin Kuk Tower
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Greek Tor Tower (urris, torre, roman = tower), the best
preserved Greek monument in the Croatian Adriatic.

Tor, aerial view
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View of Hora /Ager – visible church in Dol (right) >

Old Greek (Roman) path in Hora / Ager
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Kupinovik

Road to Ompholos
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< Hora/Ager, aerial view (left)
Trimi (corbelled dry stone shelters) are simple yet practical structures that throughout the history of the
island, from prehistory to the present, were shelters for farmers, used for hiding from adverse weather
conditions, rain or strong sun. They have round ground plan, built in dry stone wall technique with a dome
on the top. They are a recognizable sign of the island of Hvar and Mediterranean in general.
Suhozid = dry stone wall and door to the field
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Stones in the field
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< Vineyard in Hora /Ager

The door to the field
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Dračevica pond (right) > on the following pages - winter sunken vineyard >>

Almond flowers
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Lavender

Martina fruits - used to prepare local brandy
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Vineyard in Hora/Ager
Vine is the main agricultural crop on the island. It was a basis of the island’s economy through history.
Autochtonous varieties of vine are bogdanuša, plavac and prč. Winemaking seems to be falling behind
at the moment, but new trends of growing autochtonous varieties, development of quality tourism,
exceptional climate conditions and the UNESCO brand promise a good perspective for the new growth
of winemaking.
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Olive trees in Hora/Ager

Olive is also one of recognizable agricultural crops in this climate. A plant demanding so little and giving golden-green liquid, so present in everyday life ofantiquity.
It was grown on the hills around the field while the best soil in the field was reserved for vine, wheat and lentils.
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The nature of Hora /Ager Plain

Spring in Hora/Ager
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The first spring fig leaves
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The nature of Hora/Ager Plain
Stari Grad Plain kissed by afternoon sun, saturated with green and purple hues - a unique combination of colours and scents of lavender.

Rosemary flowers
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Butterfly and lavender

Capers growing on the wall
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Sunset in Hora/Ager near Stari Grad (right) >

Olive trees in Hora/Ager
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Chapels in Hora/Ager

Chapels in Hora/Ager

There are several chapels in the field. “Gospojica” (1) is the most important chapel located on the main road through the field connecting two settlements Stari
Grad and Vrboska. The chapel dates to the 16th century and it was definitely built invoking protection for the field and crops in it. The other one was on the old
road from Stari Grad to Dol and it was dedicated to St Helena or St Jelina (2) in local dialect. It was also built in the 16th century and it has two rustic reliefs on
its front. One of them is a stylized depiction of St Helena, in Christianity known as the patron of archaeologists, while the other relief represents a bearded bear
walking (3). It is assumed that it depicts the old Slavic god Veles. It was brought from a previous sanctuary and incorporated in the chapel, over the entrance.

The chapel od St Michael is located on the old road from Dol to Vrbanj. It is more recent, dating to the 19th century, but it is possible that an older chapel was
rebuilt and expanded. The church of Sts Cosmas and Damian (4) is located just under Vrbanje, on the southern edge of Stari Grad Plain and it dates to the
15th century. Parson of joint parish of Stari Grad, Vrbanje and Dol managed the church until the 16th century. The church is elongated in form, with rectangular
apse and bell cote. Sts Cosmas and Damian were patron saints of physicians and surgeons.
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Ompholos – Cypress groves (left) and trims near Maslinovik - traditional village (below)

Stone is a unique and most durable building material so that even field huts last for centuries.
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Hvar Botanical Garden “Katovnica”

Miniature of Stari Grad Plain
handmade from small stones >
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In the area called. “Katovnica” north of the road Dol – Vrbanj, senior citizen Matko Roić, a great nature lover, by profession a teacher in elementary school, except
for the traditional “cultivated” plants: lavender and olives, he has grown a number of autochthonous wild plants characteristic of this area, asuch as rosemary,
sage, scream, flea, broom, pistachio, myrtle, plum, thyme, lemon balm, goat and many others. Next to each of these plants their names are written in Croatian
and Latin, and the island dialect, on stone slabs.
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Stari Grad / Pharos

Basina
Hvar

Vrboska
Jelsa
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